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Cafes NOVELL 

Variety is the spice of life - and this is truer than ever when it comes to coffee. At Novell, we’ve got everything from 
100% Arabic organic coffee beans to gourmet Mocca beans for self-confessed sweet tooths - so whether you’re 
looking for a daily caffeine fix or a decadent treat to enjoy after dinner, you’ve certainly come to the right place. 
If you’re looking for the same luxurious taste minus the caffeine kick, our decaf coffee beans are made using an all-
natural decaffeination CO2 process and maintain the definitive aroma and flavor of our caffeinated coffees. 
Sophistication is at the heart of our signature Black Label coffee beans, which offer an exotic blend of fudge, licorice 

and pine nuts. 
Browse our coffee bean range below to explore what’s on offer and find the best coffee beans for you - and if you’re 
struggling to decide between our trademark flavors, why not mix and match? 
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      Coffee Beans 

 

EXCELSIOR PLUS          ESPECIAL CAFETERIAS            GOURMET RESPONSIBLE               ORGANIC MOCCA 

 

Exclesior Plus 
100% Arabic blend from 4 different continents. 

Sweet and balanced cup with considerable body and a strongpersonality. 

In the taste we can find light connotations of cereals, citrus fruits, honey and toasted 

bread, and a similar aroma with additional fruity hints. This coffee is suitable for all kinds 

of bars and restaurants, and works perfectly in any drink preparations. 

 

Especial Cafeterias 

Blend of Arabicas and Robustas with an Italian personality. 
The result is an intense and very creamy cup with hints of licorice, cedar, caramel 

and sunflower seeds in its taste, along with a cedar, cereals and chamomile aroma. Its 

intensity remains in all forms or beverage preparation. 
 

Gourmet Responsible 

Blend of natural and washed premium Arabic and Robusta beans. The result is a cup with considerable body, 

but no astringency. Intense in taste but moderately acidic, this cup stands out for its balance and presence. In 

the blend we find soft and sweet hints of cereals, chocolate, fresh butter and vanilla, along with a floral and 

caramelized aroma. Very adaptable coffee, suitable for cappuccinos.  

Organic Mocca 

100% Arabica blend with both natural and washed Arabica Organic Beans. Fine and balanced cup with a slight 

tendency towards acidity.  In the blend we can find hits of caramel, chocolate and roasted nuts together with 

a fresh and floral aroma with a touch of vanilla.  
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BLACK LABEL COFFEE  Blend 

A surprising twist of dark roasted coffee from Arabica and Robusta beans,  

creating an intense flavor, this coffee comes with hints of licorice, wood, fudge 
and pine nuts. 

 
 

 

 
 

DECAF RESPONSIBLE 500 GR 

Premium Arabic decaf. Processed using a completely natural decaffeination CO2 
process. The coffee maintains its aroma and taste. You cannot tell the difference 

in taste. One of the best decaf coffees. 
 

 

 

 

Whole Beans or Grounded 100% Arabica 250 grs 
Blend of natural Arabica coffees. 

Sweet cup with significant body. 

Adaptable to many uses, such as espresso or brewed coffee. 
Elegant and pleasant taste with aromatic touches of ripened fruits,  

flowers and fresh butter. 
 Aroma:7  Acidity:6   Body:7   Persistence:6 

 

 

 

 

DECAF 100% Arabica Natural Ground or Whole beans 250g 

Produced using a completely natural decaffeination CO2 process. 
The results is a espresso without fissures or chemical aftertaste. We find a fresh 

citric aroma, combined with hints of cereals and nuts. 
Aroma:7   Acidity:7   Body:7   Persistence:7 
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NOVELL Nespresso Compatible Capsules 

 Considered both an energising morning must-have and a go-to treat across the globe,coffee means many 

things to many people. Home-serve coffee machines now offer everyone the chance to make their own 

barista-style coffee - with flavoursome, eco-friendly and easy-to-use coffee capsules taking the market by 

storm. If you’re wondering where to buy Nespresso coffee pods, our collection of alternative capsules are 

compatible with all Nespresso-brand machines - allowing you to explore a world of new, delicious flavours 

without having to upgrade your coffee-making kit. At Novell Coffee, we’re particularly proud of our 

Nespresso-compatible pod range, which boasts a broad variety of irresistible flavours, authentic ingredients 

and innovative blends - as well as being biodegradable and, in some cases, UTZ-certified and 100% 

compostable. By browsing our collection of environmentally friendly coffee capsules below, you can find 

premium coffee products you’ll love. 

Our Nespresso-compatible capsules range from the rich Intenso, with hints of cereal and vanilla, to the exotic 

Piu Aroma, which boasts elegant floral hints with a touch of mouth-watering mango. Alternatively, if you’re 

looking for something a little smoother, our Cremoso capsules combine classic Italian aromas with toasted 

bread and chamomile flavours for a sweet and soothing cup every time. If you’ve got a Nespresso coffee 

machine but you’re ready to expand your horizons and buy something a little different in your search for the 

perfect cup of coffee, our range is the best place to start. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.novellcoffee.co.uk/collections/our-100-compostable-nespresso-compatible-capsules
https://www.novellcoffee.co.uk/collections/our-100-compostable-nespresso-compatible-capsules
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NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES: INTENSO 

The Intenso flavor is one of our most popular Nespresso-compatible pods - a harmonious mixture of Brazilian 

& Central American washed Arabica coffees, and the strong taste of washed Robustas. The result? An intense 

cup of coffee, boasting a beautiful aroma of cereals and vanilla - with caramelised and toasted hints, and a 

slightly acidic undertone. Box of 10 Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 

NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES: CREMOSO 

If you’re looking for an alternative to Nespresso branded coffee, our Cremoso Nespresso-compatible pods 

offer sensational taste at the touch of a button. Every cup of Cremoso combines beautiful textures of toasted 

bread and chamomile, perfectly complementing its enticing Italian aromas. With a dense and creamy body, 

these Arabica and Robusta-infused capsules are perfect for a delectable after-dinner treat.   Box of 10 

Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 

NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES: PIU AROMA 

The Piu Aroma flavor of our Nespresso-compatible coffee pods is made using a blend of washed and natural 

Arabica coffee beans. This popular cup has a delicate body with slightly acidic and floral hints, and offers 

touches of toasted nuts and mango. It also has an enticing aftertaste and is moderately persistent, making it 

an ideal way to close a meal - while its lower levels of caffeine make it perfect for during the day, too. 

Box of 10 Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 

 

NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES: LEGGERISSIMO 

A mix of 50% high-ground coffees, this hybrid choice offers a fantastic espresso cup. These semi-decaf 

coffee pods provide a soft and delicate taste with high acidity, making them the ideal accompaniment around 

the clock at work or at home. In its aroma, you can expect hints of grapefruit and bitter chocolate, which 

combine with a delectable flavour to create a truly delicious cup of coffee. Box of 10 Nespresso® Compatible 

Capsules 

 

NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES: DECAFFEINATO 

 

If you’re looking for great-tasting coffee without the caffeine, look no further than our delicious decaf coffee 

pods. Made using 100% Arabica beans and the result of a natural CO2 process, this blend results in a 

scrumptious, slightly acidic and balanced cup. This flavourful coffee also boasts a fresh, citrusy taste 

combined with smoky touches of nuts and toasted seeds.  

Box of 10 Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 
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ORGANIC 100% Compostable Compatible Capsules 

There’s nothing quite like a delicious morning pick-me-up - except perhaps a delicious morning pick-me-up 

that’s 100% guilt-free. At Novell Coffee, we’re committed to championing ethical and eco-friendly practices in 

the coffee sector, in the UK and beyond - and that’s where our compostable coffee capsules come in. 
Combining all the flavour of our other Nespresso-compatible 

pods with environmental credentials, these green capsules strike the 
ultimate balance of scrumptious flavour and sustainability. 

 

If you’re an Earth lover unwilling to compromise on taste, our 100% 
compostable, biodegradable coffee pods are made for you. Available 

in our popular Intenso flavour (bursting with aromas of cereal and 
vanilla), as well as a flavourful decaf alternative which retains all the 

taste and character of an espresso, our range of eco-friendly 
Nespresso-compatible coffee capsules guarantee that you’ll find a 

brew to suit you - whether you’re looking for an early-morning 

caffeine hit or an indulgent afternoon treat. 
 

 

INTENSO (CERTIFIED ORGANIC) Treat yourself to the irresistible taste of our Intenso flavor Nespresso-

compatible pods, which combine rich Brazilian and Central American washed Arabica coffees together with the 

gorgeous flavours of washed Robustas. These capsules are considerably intense, with a mouthwatering aroma 
of cereals and vanilla. The taste is very delicate, harnessing a beautiful mix of caramelised and toasted hints. 

This coffee stands out for its persistence. Box of 10 100% 
Compostable Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 

 

DECAF (CERTIFIED ORGANIC) Our organic, Nespresso-

compatible decaf coffee pods retain the rich Novell Coffee flavour 

without the caffeine, thanks to our refined CO2 process. The Arabica 
beans used in these compostable capsules result in a balanced but 

slightly acidic cup. The aroma and taste are fresh and citrusy, with 
smoky touches of nuts,toasted seeds and cereals. Box of 10 100% 

Compostable Nespresso® Compatible Capsules 

 

 

 

https://www.novellcoffee.co.uk/collections/nespresso-compatible-capsules
https://www.novellcoffee.co.uk/collections/nespresso-compatible-capsules
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NOVELL Capsule System 

At Novell Coffee, we’re committed to delivering eco-friendly coffee pods to our customers - which is why all of 
our Novell system capsules are 100% biodegradable. These single-serve coffee capsules use the finest 

ingredients and are packed with irresistible aromas - meaning you can make every morning brew an exotic 
and memorable experience. If you’re looking for a Nespresso-alternative, capsules in our signature range are 

renowned for their smooth taste and sumptuous flavor.Sustainable initiatives are the driving force behind what 

we do - so, on top of boasting a delicious taste, our coffee machine pods are also organic. 

Check out our range of compostable coffee pods below to explore the range of fantastic options on offer - 

from our luxurious Intenso coffee capsules to decaf coffee pods which deliver all the flavor but without the 
caffeine kick. Simply pop one of our capsules into your home coffee machine and sit back as your mouth-

watering brew is made. 
 

 

LEGGERISSIMO NOVELL SYSTEM CAPSULES A mix of 50% high-ground coffees, this hybrid choice wants 

to offer a great espresso cup with very low levels of caffeine. It is a soft and aromatic cup, with high acidity. A 

coffee that fosters repetition: there is no need to check the clock if you fancy a coffee. In its aroma we find 

grapefruit and bitter chocolate hints. Smooth taste, with both citric and sweet hints that result in a slightly 

acidic balance. Box of 20 Novell System Capsules 

PIU AROMA NOVELL SYSTEM CAPSULES 100% Arabic blend of washed and natural coffees. This cup 

has a delicate body with slightly acidic and floral hints. It is a very nice and elegant blend rich in aromas, 

where we find floral hints along with toasted nuts and mango touches. The aftertaste is very pleasant and 

moderately persistent. This cup is perfect to close a meal and it is suitable at any time of the day, thanks to 

its lower levels of caffeine. Box of 20 Novell System Capsules 

DECAFFEINATO NOVELL SYSTEM CAPSULES A 100% Arabic blend, this coffee results in a slightly acidic 

and balanced cup. Its decaffeination process is completely natural and thus we obtain an espresso without 

fissures nor chemical aftertaste and due to the CO2 process the coffee maintains its full aroma and 

taste. We find a fresh citric aroma, combined with hints of cereals and nuts. The taste is also mainly citric, 

with some smoky touches of nuts and toasted seeds. Boxes of 20  Novell System Capsules  

INTENSO NOVELL SYSTEM CAPSULES We obtain the balance of this cup from the combination of 

Brazilian and Central American washed Arabic coffees together with washed Robustas. The cup is 

considerably intense, and has a very pleasant aroma of cereals and vanilla. Very delicate taste, combining 

caramelized and toasted hints, slightly acidic. This coffee stands out for its persistence. Boxes of 20 / 50 

/ 140 Novell System Capsules  

CREMOSO NOVELL SYSTEM CAPSULES  An exciting and flavorsome blend of Arabica and Robusta 

coffee with a nostalgic Italian feel. Its smooth body has hints of toasted bread and chamomile, resulting in 

an irresistible flavor. High levels of caffeine make this the perfect fuel for busy days. Boxes of 20 / 50 

/ 140 Novell System Capsules 

https://www.novellcoffee.co.uk/collections/nespresso-compatible-capsules

